


Life’s greatest journeys
are reserved for those

equipped
to take them.

 For the strong in spirit, life is an adventure. Each passing 
moment yields a new experience, and each decision calculates 

one’s legacy. But no legend has ever told of a shortsighted hero; 
brave but lacking the tools to challenge the world. Neither bravery 

nor fervor can substitute for equipment. No knight ever embarked 
on a quest without his trusty sword, and no astronaut ever reached  

the moon without rockets to propel him.

 Adventure is what happens for those who come prepared. 
Those who don’t? They don’t make it very far. You’re the prepared 

type. You’re an adventurer to the core, living a life in which each 
event is its own epic. Your car or truck is an essential tool for your 

always ambitious lifestyle; but your energy outlasts the light of 
day, and when night falls, standard headlamps leave adventure in 

obscurity. Adventurers deserve more.

 Vusion automotive lighting is dedicated to equipping you 
for any journey, anywhere, anytime; dusk or dawn. Our products 

illuminate new paths, giving way to opportunities you just don’t 
have when you’re fumbling in the dark. At Vusion, we want you to 

decide where the road leads, and where it ends. 

 ... After all, it is your legacy. 



Advanced lighting systems built with CREE™ LED 
technology, offering increased output in addition 
to superb longevity.
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NOVA SERIES

Ultra-high-output lighting systems built entirely 
for performance, implementing a short-arc lamp 
design.
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AURORA SERIES

Rugged light bars intended for extreme offroad 
applications, armed with powerful LED arrays.
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CALDERA SERIES
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1,800 LUMENS

NOVA SERIES

90 METER BEAM PROJECTION

85% BRIGHTER THAN STANDARD

17 YEAR ESTIMATED LIFESPAN

*DATA BASED ON INDEPENDENT STUDY
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE MAY VARY
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| Double vision
The Nova series is the future of automotive lighting. Using the 
latest CREE™ LED technology and possessing candle power 
in excess of 1,800 lumens, Nova bulbs generate nearly double 
the output of standard bulbs, enabling a truly outstanding field 
of vision.

| Superior cooling
The element of heat presents a problem when installing bulbs 
behind untempered lenses. The Nova series is engineered to 
overcome heat by combining large heat sinks with powerful 
cooling fans. This expels residual heat quickly and effectively, 
making the Nova series ideal for heat-sensitive applications. 

| Built to last
Producing light without using filaments or exhaustible gases, 
the Nova series is inherently reliable by design. Estimated to 
last as long as 17 years, each Nova LED bulb has the potential 
to actually outlast the vehicle it’s installed in.

| C.H.I.P. enabled
Modern vehicles feature a CAN-BUS computer that monitors 
resistance on the headlamp circuit. This causes compatibility 
issues with most non-standard lighting systems. Vusion C.H.I.P. 
(CAN handshake interface protocol) software eliminates these 
problems, permitting uncompromised performance. 
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AURORA SERIES
3,000 LUMENS

130 METER BEAM PROJECTION

200% BRIGHTER THAN STANDARD

4 AVAILABLE COLOR TEMPERATURES

*DATA BASED ON INDEPENDENT STUDY
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE MAY VARY
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| Visible supremacy
The Aurora series harnesses charged particles to generate an 
enormous amount of light. With candle power exceeding 3,000 
lumens, Aurora headlamps are up to 200% brighter than stock 
bulbs, providing a dramatic increase in night-time visibility. 

| Active aiming
While standard bulbs limit their brightness in low-beam mode, 
Aurora series H/L systems employ integrated pivot actuators 
to actively point the beam upward or downward. This allows 
the bulb to maintain constant brightness, ensuring optimum 
visibility in both high and low positions. 

| Colorful chemistry
Careful alteration to the gaseous mixture in the arc chamber 
produces a variety of colors. Aurora series bulbs are available 
in four distinctive hues, each chemically tailored to suit one’s 
individual tastes.

| C.H.I.P. enabled
Modern vehicles feature a CAN-BUS computer that monitors 
resistance on the headlamp circuit. This causes compatibility 
issues with most non-standard lighting systems. Vusion C.H.I.P. 
(CAN handshake interface protocol) software eliminates these 
problems, permitting uncompromised performance. 
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CALDERA SERIES
21,000 LUMENS

1.5 KILOMETER BEAM PROJECTION

*DATA BASED ON INDEPENDENT STUDY
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE MAY VARY

*DATA FOR 127cm (50in) MODEL
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| Extreme frontier lighting
Armed with high-powered LED arrays, Caldera series light bars 
are designed exclusively for masters of the offroad. At just 
7.6cm (3in), the smallest model possesses the candle power of 
two standard headlamps. In its largest form, measuring 127cm 
(50in), the Caldera yields an extreme 1.5 kilometers of forward 
visibility. 

| Diving approved
Caldera light bars are pressure-sealed for water resistance at 
depths up to 50 meters, making them well suited for vehicles 
with snorkels, personal watercraft, and even seafaring marine 
vessels. 

| Trail-rated durability
The Caldera series is made to weather even the toughest trails. 
Three-piece aluminum construction ensures superb rigidity, 
while the synthetic fluoropolymer coating lends to a highly 
scratch-resistant finish. The protective lens, manufactured 
from high-density polycarbonate, repels damage from rocks 
and debris. 

| Ultimate reliability
In addition to superior durability, the Caldera series also offers 
excellent longevity. Not prone to deterioration over time like 
conventional offroad lamps, Caldera light bars are estimated 
to last up to 17 years. 
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APPLICATION & PRICING GUIDE

BULB TYPE NOVA AURORA CALDERA MSRP

880 V880N V880A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
9003 V903N V903A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
9005 V905N V905A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)

9005 H/L V905AB3 / AB4 / AB6 / AB8 $399 (kit)
9006 V906N V906A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
9007 V907N V907A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)

9007 H/L V907AB3 / AB4 / AB6 / AB8 $399 (kit)
D1S VD1SN VD1SA3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
D2S VD2SN VD2SA3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
H1 VH01N VH01A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
H3 VH03A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
H4 VH04N VH04A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
H7 VH07N VH07A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
H11 VH11N VH11A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)
H13 VH13N VH13A3 / A4 / A6 / A8 $349 (kit)

H13 H/L VH13AB3 / AB4 / AB6 / AB8 $399 (kit)
7.6cm (3in) CUBE V03C $139 (each)
20.3cm (8in) BAR V08C $279 (each)

35.5cm (14in) BAR V14C $399 (each)
81.2cm (32in) BAR V32C $599 (each)

106.6cm (42in) BAR V42C $749 (each)
127.0cm (50in) BAR V50C $949 (each)
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Vusion and the Vusion logo are the property of DCS Sales Inc. DCS Sales Inc. is not to be held responsible for operation that 

conflicts with the data provided. All data provided within this literature are based on estimations and are not to be regarded 

as facts. Actual performance may vary. Vusion products carry a 2-year replacement warranty. Warranty service may only be 

fulfilled by DCS Sales Inc. authorized retail centers. Literature design by Daniel Romano.




